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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

QUICK WHIP AROUND TO SAY HELLO AND BUILD CONTEXT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My background and experience Question of the day? Five words or less why you joined this session? 



NACEP is the first and only 
national organization supporting 
programs, practitioners, and 
policy to advance quality 
concurrent and dual enrollment 
programs.

NACEP is a founding member of CHSA
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So just a bit of context about why I am here and why NACEP was tagged to share about credit transfer. 



Programs
NACEP supports program quality by providing a framework of rigorous 
standards and affirming excellence through accreditation.

Practitioners
NACEP supports practitioners and the field as the singular source for 
national best practices, peer connections, research, and advocacy.

Policy
NACEP supports policy by ensuring that the most relevant and informed 
voice on concurrent and dual enrollment is at the table for Federal and State 
Policy conversations.

How NACEP fits into this conversation



SUPPORTING PROGRAMS

• NACEP supports concurrent enrollment program quality by 
providing a framework of rigorous standards and affirming excellence 
through accreditation.
• Program Framework: NACEP six component quality standards helps serve 

as a framework for concurrent and dual enrollment programs.  

• Accreditation: As the nation’s sole accrediting body for these programs, we 
affirm program excellence through a comprehensive, evidence-based peer 
review process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary means by which colleges, universities and programs monitor quality in the US is third-party, peer-review accreditation carried out by private, nonprofit organizations.Regional accreditors. Accredit public and private, mainly nonprofit and degree-granting, two- and four-year institutionsNational faith-related accreditors. Accredit religiously affiliated and doctrinally based institutions, mainly nonprofit and degree-granting.National career-related accreditors. Accredit mainly for-profit, career-based, single-purpose institutions, both degree and non-degree.Programmatic accreditors. Accredit specific programs, professions and freestanding schools, e.g., law, medicine, health professions, engineering, etc.  This is the category in which NACEP falls. In addition to it’s quality assurance function, at the heart of accreditation is program improvement. Programs typically engage in a year or more of self-study in advance of applying for NACEP accreditation.  Our approach to accreditation is evaluative, yet simultaneously a collegial and meaningful professional review.  Reviewers are encouraged to think of themselves as a critical friend, not an inspector or auditor trying to catch violators.  Reviewers assess whether a CEP has submitted documented evidence that demonstrates concurrent enrollment program practice, policy and procedures that meet or exceed NACEP’s Standards. A program’s implementation of NACEP standards must be operational, not aspirational. 



NACEP PROGRAM QUALITY FRAMEWORK AND 
ACCREDITATION STANDARDS

 Partnership

 P1-Commitment to partnership

 P2-Ongoing Collaboration

 Faculty

 F1 Instructor Parity

 F2 Instructor training

 F3 Annual discipline-specific professional 
development

 F4 Policy Administration

 Assessment

 A1 Parity in standards and assessment

 Curriculum

 C1 Course Parity

 C2 Content Parity

 C3 Faculty Site Visits

 Students

 S1 Enrollment parity

 S2 Prerequisite parity

 S3 Student Advising

 S4 Student support and resources

 Program Evaluation

 E1 Course evaluation

 E2 Program evaluation
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Rigor and ParityNACEP accreditation recognizes programs that have consistently met or exceeded rigorous, peer-reviewed standards in six areas: Partnership, Curriculum, Faculty, Students, Assessment, and Program Evaluation. These program standards create a quality framework to ensure that students are taking authentic college courses for transcripted college credit while in high school. This authenticity includes content, pacing, faculty qualifications, faculty collaboration and communication, rigor and expectations.  Easing Credit TransferUpholding standards is a vital factor in credit acceptance and transfer among colleges and universities, and acceptance of dual and concurrent enrollment.Two states – Minnesota and South Dakota, have policies that require college and universities to award transfer credit for any concurrent enrollment credit offered by a NACEP-accredited program.Broadly speaking concurrent enrollment is accepted widely and transfers well. Our accredited programs do follow-up surveys of student alumni, and most report transfer rates over 90% or higher.What we have seen is that is imperative that concurrent enrollment providing institutions must demonstrate the academic integrity of their credits to gain the trust of credit receiving institutions.  Illinois is a good example of this – the University of Illinois was placing added restrictions on dual credit transfer until the community colleges demonstrated that their programs met a set of quality standards.  And it required them to collectively approach the University to articulate what those standards were.The Education Commission of the States (http://ecs.force.com/mbdata/MBQuestRTL?Rep=DE1514) has identified 25 states that require public postsecondary institutions accept dual and concurrent enrollment credit in the same fashion as they would any other transcripted credit. In states without such policies (Michigan, Virginia) – the flagship, doctoral‐granting institutions often use the lack of quality or consistent implementation of standards as an excuse to impose added restrictions.Faculty to Faculty CollaborationInstructors must be approved by the academic departmentInstructors must receive course-specific orientation prior to teaching the courseOngoing annual, discipline-specific professional developmentMechanisms for alignment of curriculum, assessments, and grading scalesFaculty site visits to ensure that the college course taught in the high school is the same as the course offered on campusConsistent ExpectationsStudents meet the same academic criteria to enroll in course (placement testing, course prerequisites)Courses must include same course content, learning outcomes, and grading scalesStudents must be assessed using consistent methodsCourse registration and transcripting is consistent with on campus procedures Students complete end of course evaluations, program evaluations, and institutions research student and program outcomes longitudinally Clear Accountability Much like regional accreditation demonstrates a quality educational program, NACEP Accreditation demonstrates that a partnership has undergone a rigorous peer-reviewed process that has evaluated all key elements of a program. This process creates a clear accountability system where multiple individuals have reviewed, in detail, the quality of a program and have determined that the college is operating a program that ensures the academic integrity of the courses, regardless of location or type of instructor. 



UNLOCKING POTENTIAL



THREE AREAS OF FOCUS

Enabling Credit Transfer

Key themes:

 Ensuring value for students 

 Institutions value the credit 
of other institutions 

 Systems to safeguard 
student and/or state 
investment  

Ensuring Equivalency 
with College Courses

Key themes:

 Academic Parity

 Authenticity

 Systems for QA, monitoring, 
program support and 
technical assistance

Cultivating Cross-System 
Collaboration

Key themes:

 Partnership, communication, 
collaboration

 Creating diverse options and 
opportunities for students

 Systems to ensure connected, 
systained effort

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three areas of focus occupying this category, credit transfer, quality (equivalency), and partnership. Each of these have some key themes that undergird them I think that when I look at these areas, I see the third one as ESSENTIAL to assisting the second, which plays an important role in the first. Credit transfer is sexy (or at least looks like something solvable with policy)  but having systems in place to build partnership and increase communication starts to build knowledge, respect, and ultimately trust. You see a trend here, I am a big believer in systems, and they can come in many shapes and forms. They aren’t always built by statue, there are other levers and incentives. But systems create common understanding, common expectations, and shared values. We will did in a bit on each of these in a moment, but are there any of these that stand out to you now or really resonate? Share????Which of these areas is more universal to higher ed? 
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It is critical to ensure that credits earned in college in high schoolprograms can be transferred to two- or four-year colleges in the state.Students that cannot transfer credits lose time, money, and momentumtowards their degree. Enabling credit transfer for college in high schoolprograms is an essential step to ensuring that these courses maintain ahigh value for students and put students on a solid pathway to greatercredential attainment. In addition, seamless credit transfer encouragesmore efficient state investment of resources; if credits do not transfer,states are investing in supporting the student in taking courses in highschool, and then again in college.



ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES & RESOURCES TO EXPLORE

Indiana: Core Transfer Library (CTL), a comprehensive, 
continually updated list of courses that are pre-
approved for transfer between all Indiana public college 
and university campuses. Other course look up and 
acceptance tools.

Institution level efforts: UCONN Credit Transfer 
Library

Montana University System Common Course 
Numbering
CCN Course Guide
The CCN Course Guide is designed to allow users to 
quickly view all undergraduate courses available in the 
MUS system and see their availability across all 
campuses. 

ECS 50 State Database: Public Postsecondary 
Credit Acceptance Requirements

https://transferin.net/earned-credits/core-transfer-library/
https://transferin.net/earned-credits/ways-to-earn-credit/dual-credit-programs/
https://ece.uconn.edu/students-parents/transfer-credit-info/
https://ccn.mus.edu/search/
http://ecs.force.com/mbdata/MBQuest2RTanw?Rep=DE1914








ENABLING CREDIT TRANSFER

 Transfer is fundamental to ensuring value for all students.  What types of challenges do transfer 
students face when it comes to acceptance? Are dual enrollment students different than other 
students looking to transfer their credits? 

 What spurs issues with credit transfer? Where have you seen problems in your state? Have they been 
resolved? If so, how? What limits us (state/system leadership) from addressing transfer issues? Where 
are the clear opportunities or easy wins? What is the K-12 role in this issue?

 Does your state have a systems to ensure transfer? If not, what other elements safeguard student 
and/or state investment in that credit? What factors limit states from making progress on transfer? 
How are states taking this on? 

 Transfer of career and technical program credits are often a further issue. Why? What are the options 
to build alignment systems, are they appropriate? 

Key Questions: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the majority of 4-year students finishing their degree at a school different than the one they started at (60%), transfer has become a critical element for the access and completion agenda. All transfer from 2-yr to 4-yr, 4-yr to 4-yr, public to private, and yes even dual enrollment. Data on dual enrollment, college in high school transfer shows strong acceptance, about 87% acceptance, but lack the granular detail on how it is accepted and the impact it has on degree acceleration or attainment. There are a few exceptions, UTexas study, SD, MUS, others. Take a few moments to jot down some thoughts about what is resonating here with you. Then we will open it up for some discussion.
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In all these programs, I would argue nothing is more important then quality.  And quality has two elements: 1) rigor and academic parity (same course, same assignments, grading scale, textbook, advising, supports, faculty requirements, all of that) and 2) authenticity (course pacing, expectations, demands for time management, over all feel and approach). Fundamentally, and from experience, this gets at a big picture-keep you up at night question- how do you answer the question when your Governor/Legislator/SHEEO/Superintendent asks, how do you know the courses are equivalent? How do we ensure students are getting what they are sold? Who do you follow up with to check on quality monitoring? Where do you get information on how programs are thriving or struggling. For me, in my former position in Montana, being able to say that any college in the state that was running dual enrollment was using the only set of national quality standards (NACEP standards), and having this requirement set in BOR policy, was the easy answer. 11 states require or incentivize NACEP accreditation (MN, WA, IA, AK, MO, SD, CN, IN , KY, OR) or a state authorization. Some even tie their transfer acceptance guarantee to it (SD/MN).  And an additional ten states use NACEP standards as a template for their quality standards. Appriciate College in high school programs should be high-quality, providingauthentic and intentionally-designed college course experiences to highschool students that are equivalent to college courses in any othersetting. The state plays an important role in creating mechanisms forprogram oversight and quality assurance of college in high schoolprograms, as well as ensuring that there are tools in place for qualityimprovement, support, and technical assistance.



ENSURING EQUIVALENCY WITH COLLEGE COURSES

 Who is responsible for ensuring academic equivalency and how is that done? Who 
benefits when it is done well, who benefits when it isn’t a priority?

 What is authenticity in a college in high school program, how do you create it and 
why does it matter? 

 Who “owns” the program? Who monitors the program? Who supports the program? 
Where do school leaders, faculty, and teachers go when they have questions?  

 Does your state have systems for quality assurance, monitoring, program support and 
technical assistance? Could it? 

Key Questions:
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In all these programs, I would argue nothing is more important then quality.  And quality has two elements: 1) rigor and academic parity (same course, same assignments, grading scale, textbook, advising, supports, faculty requirements, all of that) and 2) authenticity (course pacing, expectations, demands for time management, over all feel and approach). Fundamentally, and from experience, this gets at a big picture-keep you up at night question- how do you answer the question when your Governor/Legislator/SHEEO/Superintendent asks, how do you know the courses are equivalent? How do we ensure students are getting what they are sold? Who do you follow up with to check on quality monitoring? Where do you get information on how programs are thriving or struggling. For me, in my former position in Montana, being able to say that any college in the state that was running dual enrollment was using the only set of national quality standards (NACEP standards), and having this requirement set in BOR policy, was the easy answer. 11 states require or incentivize NACEP accreditation (MN, WA, IA, AK, MO, SD, CN, IN , KY, OR) or a state authorization. Some even tie their transfer acceptance guarantee to it (SD/MN).  Ten states use NACEP standards as a template for their quality standards. 
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K-12 and postsecondary institutions must be core partners in creatingsuccessful college in high school programs. Each partner should haveclear roles and responsibilities that focus clearly on the quality and equityof program design and implementation. The state can support crosss ystemcollaboration by supporting and facilitating strong partnershipmodels, including engaging employers and other key stakeholders.



CULTIVATING CROSS-SYSTEM COLLABORATION

Key Questions:

 Does your state have formal mechanisms, or even informal opportunities, that require or 
spur communication between K-12 and postsecondary education? How often do they 
occur? What role do they play in policy making or informing policy making? 

 How does business and industry communicate with K-12 and postsecondary education? 
Is it limited to pockets of excellence or systemic/institutionalized? Is it proactive or 
reactive? How often does communication occur? Is it susceptible to transitions 
(leadership, turnover, boom/bust)?  Are all three talking together or separately? 

 How do college in high school programs create a formal framework for having these 
conversations in states? How can they help build and strengthen connections? How do 
they weather boom and bust cycles and transition? 
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As we all know, high school and college are two totally different education systems, separated in time and space. And transition from one to another is like a big deal, a major student milestone. (I say this as a mother of a freshman in high school who is so excited to get out from under my reign that he chants 4 more years when I ask him to take out the garbage). Anyway, it’s not just that these are programs separated in time in space, they are covered by different funding streams, often overseen by two totally different state agencies, regulated by different boards, they are accredited differently, and one is free and basically compulsory the other costs money and is optional.And if high school and college are different worlds, then workforce is like a different solar system. Yet we do expect one system to feed productively into the other. Which as I mom, I will happily tell you that yes I want my sons to be happy, to understand the world but also I want them to be employed, tax-paying productive members of their community. So the big picture question is how do you build a system with the end in mind? Take a few moments to jot down some thoughts about what is resonating here with you. Then we will open it up for some discussion.



REFLECTION QUESTIONS

 How are you ensuring credit acceptance as a state? Is this an issue? 

 How do you ensure quality programs? What does guidance, oversight, and 
support look like in your state? 

 Is cross sector collaboration happening? Could it? Who does/could own it? 
Is there a system or structure(s) that creates or hinders opportunities?

What now? 

What are your next steps and key takeaways? 



1. Equity Goal & Public Reporting: States 
set an equitable, statewide public goal for 
increasing the participation and success of 
traditionally underserved student groups in 
college in high school programs, with clear, 
disaggregated public reporting and 
accountability for progress toward the goal.

2. Program Integrity & Credit Transfer: 
States support and promote high-quality 
college in high school programs through 
effective oversight and cross-sector 
collaboration between the K-12 and 
postsecondary sectors, as well as ensuring 
credit articulation.

3. Finance: States design funding mechanisms 
that remove financial barriers for low-income 
and moderate income students to participate 
and excel in college level work in high school.
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